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Propaganda: the project

I a study at FSS by political scientists analysing pro-Russian
information warfare on the internet

I FI + FSS + PrF
I our task is to develop (NLP) software:

I regular acquisition of web documents from target domains
I annotation tools
I advanced search, automatic analysis, visualizations
I automatic methods for pre-annotating metadata



Annotation scheme I: word-level metadata

I location (EU, Czech Republic, USA, other country, Russia, NATO,
Russia + USA),

I blame,
I labelling,
I argumentation,
I emotions (fear, outrage, sympathy, hatred, other ),
I demonizing,
I relativizing,
I fear,
I fabrication,
I Russia (positive, neutral, negative, victim, hero),
I genre (news, commentary, interview),
I expert,
I politician I–III,
I sentiment I–III (negative, neutral, positive, acclaim, hateful)



Annotation scheme II: document-level metadata

I topic (migration crisis, domestic policy, international
relations/diplomacy, society, other, energetics, Ukraine
conflict, culture, Syria conflict, warfare policy, economics,
conspiracy ),

I focus (foreign, domestic, both, indeterminate),
I opinion,
I overall sentiment (positive, neutral, negative),
I picture,
I video and
I source.



Propaganda: the corpus

I all documents from the original study
I Parlamentnı́ listy, Sputnik, AC24, Svět kolem nás
I templates for extracting metadata (date, author, title)
I tokenized, morphologically annotated
I metadata as structure attributes (corpus export)
I 2.5 million words, 5,300 documents
I available at ske.fi.muni.cz (on demand :)



The annotation tool (editor)

I ad hoc solution
I a simple Python web server
I frontend: jQuery, Bootstrap
I backend uses manatee



The editor: search



The editor: range attributes annotation



The editor: range attributes viewing



Conclusion, future work

I testing/updating the editor
I annotated data to be used for training automatic methods
I new documents will be pre-annotated and subsequently

verified, analysed and interpreted by experts
I one of the outputs of the project shold be a set of some

recommendations for various state institutions


